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Pick 3 SECRETS Revealed - Master the Game! This book will help you take a quantum leap

forward in understanding the Pick 3 game. What you will learn in this book will shock, amaze and

stimulate your mind like no other Pick 3 book ever will. It will open your mind to new and creative

strategies you can use to find the winning number in your state. It will teach you practical Pick 3

strategies that actually work. I am sure you will have many Ã¢â‚¬Å“aha!Ã¢â‚¬Â• moments while

reading this book. So let me start out with a prediction: This book will Ã¢â‚¬Å“blow your

mind.Ã¢â‚¬Â• It will change the way you look at the Pick 3 game for the rest of your life. And you

donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have to take my word for it. Below are testimonials from people I have coached or

had success using my systems. YESSSS!!!! This means that I just hit for around $600!!!! I played all

21 numbers for $1 box and then decided to put $3 extra dollars on the combos that contained the

digits 3 and 9 since today's hot digit is 9 and yesterdayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s yet to hit hot digit 3!!! I am

definitely on board with what you are teaching! - Gregory from GeorgiaMy name is Wendy. I live in

New York and I have to say that after many years searching for a system to win the New York Pick

3 game, I came across Anthony's website pick3mastery.com. It's the best thing that ever happened

to me. Ever since learning all the information and using Anthony's programs I have won many times.

Especially after he came up with his Basic Box program. I love the program so much that even

though he has new programs, I still go back to the Basic Box program because it gives me a box hit

every time I use it. I love that program!! But what is best about Anthony is that he is always

improving and searching for new ways to master the Pick 3 game. Now he's working on the

Followers program! If you want to learn the Pick 3 game, learn from the best! Anthony is a great

coach. Remember that!! I've been interested in the Pick 3 lottery for a long time now, even before I

knew who Anthony was or what he did. However, when he came along, he allowed me to think

about this game in ways I hadn't thought of before. His knowledge and approach to the game

inspired me to branch off into coming up with my own systems with similarities to his style and I still

come up with really interesting ways to 'beat the game' to this day. I can't thank him enough for the

tools he has given me. I already know of strategies which are long term profitable for sure, and I am

improving them even more as I go along. If you are at all interested in winning in the long run

playing the Pick 3 game, I highly suggest you see what Anthony's has to say in this book. Especially

his newest and latest stuff he's been working on. It is truly unbelievable! -- Tim from Washington

StateAnthony has helped me look at numbers in a new and systematic way. For example: The

VISUAL DIGIT DISTRIBUTION program has helped me visually start seeing numbers from a

different perspective. Where once I was intimidated by numbers now I find it less daunting to



conceptualize how they may behave. This is what separates the players from the gamblers I'm told.

I feel that Anthony is on the leading edge of mastering the Pick 3 lottery. So I'm along for the ride

learning more every day and building my confidence up, thanks to his tenacity. - Kami from North

CarolinaI have won more money by hitting more straights than I have ever won thanks to the tools

you provided us with. I tried a lot of systems on LP and this is by far the best!!!!! Nothing else even

comes close. I have never seen a system like this that produces so many wins!!!! I thank you very

much for sharing it with us. Many blessings to you for what you have done for all LP members. -- LP

Screenname: Easymoney$ There are more testimonials in the book. Read this book NOW and

learn how to get STRAIGHT hits in the Pick 3 game!
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I rarely write negative reviews and hate to do so now. However, I bought volumes 1 & 2 of this title

and was astounded to see there was absolutely NO instruction or tips whatsoever. The entire book

simply describes the paid programs he has for offer. This material belongs on a website describing

services, not as a book that you have to pay for! Why are there so many good reviews? I have no



idea. Maybe they are students of his. Or maybe if you are versed in Lottery systems you can get

ideas from the description of the programs. However, if you know nothing of systems, this book is

no help.

Having recently graduated from casual player to a serious lottery play, I would rate this book as ok.

It's not for a casual player who will be put off by the front end offers. There are strategies that may

give a serious player ideas basically identifying hot and cold numbers and their usage.The author

tracks 'real world' examples from various state's lotteries in order to illustrate his results. I like that

the author offers reviews in the front section, but I would recommend showing some real wins of

himself or students. For the price, you can get a handful of simple strategies you can use in your

Pick 3 playing.

Everything it's in the book I already do.

Anthony wrote an amazing book that breaks down the pick 3 system logically and makes it plain for

the average person! I'm truly hyped on the potential this has for me and my family....please don't

discount your ability to have fantastic results!

This book is awful, it's just one big long ad to join his site and pay him money. He is correct about

one thing, with this scam he's cleaning up on the pick 3, he just doesn't have to play it to make

money, he gets it from us suckers!

This book has amazing information! I look forward to applying this information, and winning!

on time, as described, love the product, very satisfied

This book is packed with information, it'll take awhile to sift through however you will come out a

better player.
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